
   
Bare Favorites - Try Me Color Kit - SiJCP 
Retail Price: $25 

Education Sheet Retail Value: $43  
 

What is it?                                        
Our must-have Bare Favorites present an ultra-natural look all on their own or add the  
perfect polish to your everyday makeup – keeping it simple and always real. 
 
Together these purse-sized bareMinerals bestow a lit-from-within glow to your complexion,  
Provide an oil-absorbing, translucent finishing touch and create naturally fuller, voluptuous  
lips to perfectly emphasize your natural beauty. 
 
bareMinerals Bare Favorites Details: 

 Launches October 2008 as a Sephora Inside JCPenny exclusive 
 
 Features and Benefits: 

4-piece bareMinerals Bare Favorites – Try Me Color Kit collection contains: 
 bareMinerals Mineral Veil - Mineral Veil provides the ultimate translucent finishing  

touch to your makeup, infusing skin with softness and light. Buff on to gently absorb oil  
and minimize the appearance of fine lines and pores. Versatile enough for all skin tones. 

 bareMinerals Pure Radiance All-Over Face Color (pure splurge of peach luster) - Pure  
Radiance brings a fresh and luminous glow to the whole complexion that looks perfectly pure  
with an angelic-like innocence. It’s a pure splurge of peach luster for the look of a newborn  
baby’s skin. 

 Mini Dolly Buxom Big & Healthy Lip Polish - Our pout-perfecting Buxom naturally creates  
the look of fuller, more voluptuous lips. Infused with 100% pure bareMinerals, it gives a luminous  
shine with no sticky or tacky feeling. Tingly, cooling sensation reminds you that lips are getting  
an immediate increase in fullness. 

 Mini Flawless Application Face Brush - The natural, soft-tapered bristles of this brush are  
designed to provide light-to-medium coverage for a broad range of easy, professional-looking  
applications with bareMinerals SPF 15 Foundation, All-Over Face Color, Blush and Mineral Veil. 

 
 
  Great products to link with the Bare Favorites collection:  
 
                        barePleasures                                      100% Natural Lip Palette                               bareMinerals SPF 15 Foundation
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